APICS Certified Supply Chain Professional (CSCP)
OVERVIEW FOR CSCP
The APICS Certified Supply Chain Professional (CSCP) program takes a broad view of the field,
extending beyond internal operations to encompass all the steps throughout the supply chain—
from the supplier, through the company, to the end consumer—and provides you with the
knowledge to effectively manage the integration of these activities to maximize a company’s
value chain.
DURATION FOR CSCP
This intense program is best delivered in a 5 weeks lecture, practical exercises and audience
interaction. This course schedule is being modified to accommodate the VOC REHAB student.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Boost Productivity, Collaborations, and Innovation
Affect Lead Times, Inventory, Productivity, and Bottom-Line Profitability
Manage the Integration and Coordination of Activities to Achieve Reduced Cost and
Increase Efficiencies and Customer Service
Gain the knowledge to effectively and Efficiently Manage Worldwide Supply Chain
Activities
Supply Chain Management Fundamentals
Building Competitive Operations, Planning, and Logistics
Managing Customer and Supplier Relationships
Using Information Technology to Enable Supply Chain Management

MODULE 1: Supply Chain Design
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Considering inputs and objectives of supply chain management strategy
Recognizing and resolving misalignments and gaps
Accounting and financial reporting information, strategic analysis tools, and economic
considerations
Designing the supply chain while understanding and working within business
considerations
Designing fulfillment strategies and products for different markets and requirements
Identifying and managing market segments
Understanding electronic business considerations and key technology applications
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•

Understanding implementation tools including project management processes
communication

MODULE 2: Supply Chain Planning and Execution
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Procuring and delivering goods and services using supply chain management
Using demand management, including demand forecasting and prioritization
Using master planning, master scheduling, and sales and operations planning (S&OP)
Managing, planning and controlling inventory
Understanding the effects of inventory on financial statements and inventory-related
cost categories
Managing supply in the supply chain based on total cost of ownership and make-versusbuy analysis
Developing supply plans based on buyer-supplier relationships
Logistics and warehouse management, forecasting, and planning
Making consideration for trade, regulation, and currency funds flow
Segmentation of customer-driven marketing, customers, suppliers, and other partners
Fundamentals of supplier relationship management (SRM) and customer relationship
management (CRM)
Managing reverse logistics and waste

MODULE 3: Supply Chain Improvement and Best Practices
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Standards, regulations, and sustainable best practices compliance
International standards and considerations for import/export, intellectual property,
licensing, tax and accounting, and labor laws
Corporate social responsibility for sustainability, UN Global Compact, and GRI initiatives
Accreditations, certifications, and standards for quality, environmental, social, and
safety
Identifying, assessing, classifying and responding to risks
Compliance, security, and regulatory concerns
Improving the supply chain through measuring performance and supply chain metrics
focused on customers, financial reports, and operational practices, and customer service
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•

Utilizing continuous improvement and change management techniques and principles,
including lean and just-in-time as well as other continuous improvement philosophies

ABOUT MCLANE TECHNOLOGY PARTNERS
McLane Technology Partners (MTP) is an innovative technology solutions provider built on over
a century of leadership and service. MTP is known for experience in delivering efficiency
through technology — the McLane dedication to quality sets the company apart from others.
MTP provides reliable and affordable technology solutions and offers customized training
programs to fit your organization’s needs. Classes are conducted at our campus in Temple,
Texas.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
MTP is located at 4001 Central Pointe Parkway, Suite 400, Temple, Texas 76504. Classes are 8
AM to 5 PM, Monday through Friday. For more information on MTP’s training courses, contact
Sammie Hodges at sammie.hodges@mclanetech.com or call 254.771.6233.
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